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The challenge: a (quantum) multi-scale problem
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Systematic solution and analysis of the pairing
mechanism in the 2D Hubbard Model

•

First systematic solution demonstrates existence of a superconducting transition in
2D Hubbard model Maier,et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 237001 (2005)

•

Study the mechanism responsible for
pairing in the model

-

Analyze the particle-particle vertex
Pairing is mediated by spin fluctuations
Maier, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 96 47005 (2006)

‣ Spin fluctuation “Glue”

tional superconductors.
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Moving toward a resolution of the debate over
the pairing mechanism in the 2D Hubbard model

•

-

I(kA,1)

-

r"d(1)

•

Significant increase of supercomputing transition
temperature due to nanoscale stripe modulations

Maier, Alvarez, Summers and Schulthess Phys. Rev. Lett. in press (2010)
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Hirsch-Fye Quantum Monte Carole (HF-QMC) for
the quantum cluster solver Hirsch & Fye, Phys. Rev. Lett. 56, 2521 (1988)
Partition function & Metropolis Monte Carlo Z =

!

Acceptance criterion for M-MC move:

min{1, eE[xk ]−E[xk+1 ] }

Partition function & HF-QMC:

Z∼

!
si ,l

matrix of dimensions Nt × Nt

Acceptance:

e−E[x]/kB T dx

det[Gc (si , l)
Nc

−1

]

Nl ≈ 102
Nt = Nc × Nl ≈ 2000

min{1, det[Gc ({si , l}k )]/ det[Gc ({si , l}k+1 )]}

Update of accepted Green’s function:
Gc ({si , l}k+1 ) = Gc ({si , l}k ) + ak × bk

HF-QMC with Delayed updates (or Ed updates)
Gc ({si , l}k+1 ) = Gc ({si , l}k ) + ak × btk

t

Gc ({si , l}k+1 ) = Gc ({si , l}0 ) + [a0 |a1 |...|ak ] × [b0 |b1 |...|bk ]

2
O(kN
Complexity for k updates remains
t)

But we can replace k rank-1 updates with one matrix-matrix multiply plus
some additional bookkeeping.

Performance improvement with delayed updates
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DCA++ speedup on GPU

Meredith et al., Par. Comp. 35, 151 (2009)

Speedup of HF-QMC updates (2GHz Opteron vs. NVIDIA 8800GTS GPU):
- 9x for offloading BLAS to GPU & transferring all data
(completely transparent to application code)
- 13x for offloading BLAS to GPU & lazy data transfer

CPU

- 19x for full offload HF-updates & full lazy data transfer
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DCA++ with mixed precision
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Figure 6: Comparison of Tc results
across precision and device

Performance improvement with delayed and
mixed precision updates
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High-Tc superconductivity: DCA/QMC
simulations of the 2D Hubbard model
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OLCF-3 Project:
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Hybrid-MultiCore systems
based on
NVIDIA Fermi
(2011/12)

Collaborators (superconductivity / DCA++):
Thomas Maier (ORNL)
Gonzalo Alvarez (ORNL)
Mike Summers (ORNL)
Paul Kent (ORNL)
Ed D’Azevedo (ORNL -- Comp. Math.)
Jeremy Meredith (ORNL -- future tech.)
Jeff Vetter (ORNL -- future tech.)
Trey White (ORNL -- NCCS)
Markus Eisenbach (ORNL -- NCCS)
Doug Scalapino (UCSB)
Mark Jarrell (U. of Cincinnati)
... many others

QUESTIONS?
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